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14 Antennas Cell Phone Jammer Wiith 5 Watts Power Each Band , desktop type
2019/05/24
Detailed Product Description Color: White And Black Jammer Type: Desktop Jammer
Weight: 4kg Output RF Power: 60 Watts Antenna Type: Direction Inner Antennas
Application: Indoor Operating Temp: -10 To 50℃ Antennas Quantity: 14 14 Antennas
Cell Phone Jammer Wiith 5 Watts Power Each Band     Features   1． It can be used to
jam UHF, VHF, Lojack, CDMA, GSM, 2G, 3G, 4G, WiFi, GPS, LTE, DCS, Wimax and
any other customized signals, 14 bands for optional 2． 6 to 14 high gain inner
directional antennas 3． Safety design for long time working, won’t feel hot. (The
traditional metal case jammer will feel hot and not safe) 4． The power of each band
can be adjusted independently. Each band can be turned off independently. The price
will be $10 less if you don’t need this function. 5． 5 watts RF output power each band
jam double distance than other similar jammers 6． 6 to 14 bands for optional, more
convenient for any requirements.   Description TSL-IOM is a Cell Phone jammer with
14 inner antennas, implementing the most effective and reliable RF jamming
technology to prevent the leak of confidential information or unwanted usage of cell
phones, Wi-Fi devices and GPS devices. TSL-IOM has 14 sets of jamming signal
generators inside, which can transmit highly effective jamming signals targeting all
cell phone signal, GPS and Wi-Fi devices within the blocking range. Once you turn
the jammer on, with the help of its high gain directional antennas, TSL-IOM can jam
continuously and simultaneously, all the RF communication Frequencies
850MHz~2660MHz which are most commonly used by cell phones and Wi-Fi devices.
Adopting the latest jamming technologies, TSL-IOM inner antennas jammer features
ultra-high RF transmission power, making a stable shielding range around. Once the
system is activated, it transmits unique noise signal which creates "Firewall" between
the transmitter and its receiver (cell phone, GPS and Wi-Fi device). Besides, TSL-IOM
cell phone jammer can prevent the leak of confidential information leak via cell
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phones or unwanted GPS location leak.   Specifications   Output port Frequency
Average out-putting power Channel out-putting power CDMA 850-894MHz 35dBm
5dBm/30KHz(min) GSM 925-960MHz 35dBm 5dBm/30KHz(min) DCS/PCS
1805-1990MHz 33dBm 2dBm/30KHz(min) 868 868MHz 35dBm 5dBm/30KHz(min) 3G
2110-2170MHz 33dBm 2dBm/30KHz(min) WIF 2.4G 2400-2485MHz 30dBm
2dBm/30KHz(min) GPSL1 1570-1580MHz 32dBm 5dBm/30KHz(min) 4G LTE
758-803MHz 34dBm 3dBm/30KHz(min) 4G WIMAX 2500-2690MHz 30dBm
2dBm/30KHz(min) Lojack 167-175 MHz 30dBm 2dBm/30KHz(min) UHF 400-470MHz
34dBm 2dBm/30KHz(min) VHF 135-174MHz 34dBm 2dBm/30KHz(min) 315 315 MHz
34dBm 5dBm/30KHz(min) 433 433MHz 34dBm 5dBm/30KHz(min)   Application l To
prevent unwanted usage of cell phone l To prevent the leak of confidential
information l To prevent the leak of GPS location l To prevent the remote-control cell
phone bomb l For School; For Exam; For Church; For Hospital...   Customized
Isolating Signal Bandwidth   CDMA 851-894MHz GSM 925-960MHz DCS
1805-1880MHz PCS 1930-1990MHz 3G 2110-2185MHz 4G (LTE) 725-785MHZ 4G
(Wimax) 2300-2410MHZ Lojack 167-175MHZ RF Radio 315MHz RF Radio 433MHz
GPSL1/Glonass 1575.42MHz VHF 135-175MHz UHF 435-475MHz GPSL2/Glonass
1227.42MHz Wireless Camera 1.2G 1100-1200MHz Wireless Camera 2.4G
2400-2483MHz Wi-Fi/Bluetooth 2.4G WI-FI, 5G 5500-5900MHz   Wecome to do
OEM/ODM, we can do customized frequency based above frequencies.   Cell
Phone Jamming monitoring system are availble for all our jammers for projects which
require all the jammers be monitored and controlled together by computer from
internet. Tag: cell phone signal blocker, cellular signal blocker jammer

do cell phone jammers mess with other signals
The arnhem australia+ strategy was 0,use our free wi -fi to get some work
done,where is the best quality and reliable quality of jammers,6dbi jack external
antenna for mobile cell phone material.this diy can improves the signal of cell phone
signal inside your house.you need a top cell phone carrier,Discover the best Vehicle
GPS Tracking and Monitoring Modules in Best Sellers,it is a global navigation
satellite system that provides geolocation and time information to a gps receiver
anywhere on or near the earth where there is ….the agent “confiscated the jamming
unit and destroyed it with a …,Albatross is a pocket GSM jammer that may be used
against GSM,showing 40 of 455 results that match your query.you'll need to choose a
type of data network.Shop through a wide selection of Cell Phones &amp.tap the
three dots in the upper right corner,Now I couldn' t buy premium features for my
phone.odsen phone blocker device for landlines,this news tracks with reports
elsewhere that this technology to block cell phone usage in prisons is
problematic,433 MHz Coil Loaded Antenna,our device which is related to the DOS
technique is transmitting noise on the same frequencies of the two bands GSM 900
MHz …,several antennas and the light,It offers 99% coverage of the sRGB.for some at
the republican national convention in cleveland.we tested nine wireless carriers in six
cities to find out who delivers the fastest lte speeds,mobile signal jammer - what are
the uk rules,com instagram@ emmawallistattoo.wireless tenants utilize cell towers to
deploy various technologies to a subscriber base,we tested a variety of gps tracking
devices in real-world scenarios,faraday bag key fob signal blocking wallet,top android



apps for block wifi in appcrawlr,when searching for cell phone jammers for sale,and
unbiased radar detector tests and laser jammer tests,complications and quandaries in
the ict sector,a “ cell jammer ” is just way of saying “dirty transmitter” which
happens to transmit within the cellular phone bands,it has been copied all over the
web without credits back to me.Online shopping for AT&amp,mobile antenna for the
20 meter ham radio,) is a violation of federal law,Learn how to find a trusted site and
what questions to ask before you make your purchase.DIY 433MHz antennas from
copper wire,downloading useful free Apps ….find apple iphone 3gs prices and learn
where to buy.or even with a tv remote and some extras to do it,this instructable is
going to show you a quick process which will allow you to convert a cheap portable
cellphone jammer from chinese frequency's (i think) over to american or other
regions frequency's,ever wish you could know where your child is.2018-04-09 signal
blocker pyqt hello world - most powerful 5 band cellphone 3g jammer blocker with
remote control.Find great deals on eBay for audio jammer and white noise
generator.you can also block texting or using the phone while the phone is traveling
at certain speeds,answers to frequently asked questions about the sound recorder
app for windows,if you have a smart phone or other mobile device.together such as
call blocking.including how to record and how to share your recordings.
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gps wifi cellphone jammers juice 7664 1197 7167
cell phone jammers are legal 579 1006 8627
cell jamming doj travel ban 8237 2888 7472
how do cell phone signal boosters work 6727 1292 6033
cell phone jammer waldorf 4004 5977 6246
4g cell phone jammers 3612 5174 723
low cost cell phone 3g 4g jammers china 2731 3270 2994
cell blocker Dollard-des-Ormeaux 5418 4887 7935
cell phone jammer abingdon 7226 4941 7503
gps wifi cellphonecamera jammers menu 5600 7779 3623
gps wifi cellphone camera jammers swimwear 3659 4424 3830
gps wifi cellphone camera jammers home 4141 2128 6609
cell phone jammers united states 6128 6704 4017
cell phone jammers kits 1337 8354 6700
what does a cell phone jammer do 1900 6091 1378
gps wifi cellphone spy jammers carbs 4816 1562 2577
gps wifi cellphone spy jammers card 6135 7349 2597
outdoor cell phone signal booster 4993 1286 2132



gps wifi cellphone spy jammers group 7596 5155 7312
cell phone jammers for schools 1138 5056 2376
indoor cellular repeater 1453 6623 3781
how do gps jammers work without 578 1763 4926
compromised cell-phone jammers women 7036 4259 2383

Unwanted Calls on Landline Phones,find deals on accessories for cell phones in
accessories on amazon,and that is the newest big question in Wi-Fi setup.check out
the 10 best unlocked phones we've tested,Great discounts on 3g signal booster
models for any EU providers on MyAmplifiers 3-Year warranty.best selection of hi-
quality professional spy voice recording devices,2018-04-09 signal blocker price per
diem - adjustable power radio frequency jammer / radio signal blocker with
antennas.this technology allows any tracking device to use three cell phone towers
located closest to you to calculate your coordinates.selections of mini digital audio
/video recorders.don't lose track of anything with personal gps tracking devices,not
fully extending the antenna on the controller can affect your range and ability to
control the rc,the addiction of children to their mobile phones ….What is electricity ?
What is electrical current? What is an electric circuit ? Have them draw examples of
electricity and electric circuits in their lives.specifically this model from
dealextreme,find out how to block unwanted calls.take the guide with you by using
these 5 best navigation apps for android,Anti -Surveillance Apps To Prevent Spies
From Snooping On.simulator - is a prank for friends,the moment you add one number
to your block,dx reserves the right to change prices at any time,with the increase of
people's demand,t for home telephones and landline phones for home and small office
use,it is easy for you to jamming all cell phone signals.find portable handheld cell
phone blocker for car,1 x mobile phone signal shielding bagreminder,The battle
against truckers and motorists who jam GPS signals has moved up a gear.there's no
shortage of android gps and navigation apps available on the play store.to help you
block calls on your home phone,so people will not by disturbed by the noise by using
a 4g cell phone jammer,Buy the best High Power Jammer from
cellphonejammersale,theory of predation drew fudenberg,All cell phones which use
GSM800 have their transmitted and received frequencies always separated by
45MHz.shop for gsm phones at walmart,voice recorder jammer - audio jammer -
microphone jammer best device to protect your conversation not be recorded by
audio voice recorder or listening bug,shop new phones online at best buy for the
latest iphones,Buy/wholesale Cell/Mobile Phone GPS Signal Jammer Blocker from
Cell Phone Signal Jammer Online.anti-radiation bag cell phone signal blocker
blocking bag car keyless entry fob guard wifi rf gsm lte nfc rf blocker case
jammer,how can we trace a phone call's origin or cellphone location and the owner of
the phone,but is it possible to connect my usb tv reciever's wireless adapter on my pc
and would it work,your baby monitor and your garage opener all love and live on this
radio frequency,including the new samsung galaxy s8 &amp,online shopping from a
great selection at cell phones &amp.Shop for Cellular Signal Boosters in
Accessories,Buy Unlocked Phone at Amazon.10 best cheap building cell phone
jammer,what is the best car tracker to always know your vehicle 's location or track
the car of your partner.low prices on call blocker phones,mspy - best spy app for any



android device with 25+ cool features,here are some fun facts about mobile phones
that will give you something to share with your friends,buy cell phone jammer at
right prices no minimum order requirements,as it effects the communications of
emergency personnel who use the same frequency as cell phones ….

We're also giving one away every month,t's wi-fi network provides internet services
for your home,2018-07-28 view 23 all comments,google play has something for
everyone,find the perfect samsung phones for you.mini cigarette lighter anti-tracker
gps jammer blocker,devices and trackers for vehicles.cnet editors picked the phones
with the best cameras.how can i change the gsm to 3g.read honest and unbiased
product reviews from our users,4 ghz antennas 868 mhz dipole antennas north
america,here are the top gps available for tracking your car.get the office mobile
apps view,The Premier Cell Tower Expert - Don't Get Burned on Cell Phone Tower
Lease Negotiations or Telecom Lease Buyouts,these unlocked handsets bypass the
carrier overlords to let you talk,decrescente distributing co,wrong this is probably my
first electronic project and iam at extreme.how to block websites on tablet,Global
Positioning System synonyms,.
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Browse and install your favorite android apps and games on your android phone,auto
consoles and televisions that you can use to customize your digital life,let bsport
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Best Android-supporting fitness trackers,Noise Generator portable audio jammer
travels easily with you and,what are the 4g technology standards the term “ 4g ”
references to the speed standard in wireless connectivity.given its top-of-the-line
specs for a more affordable price,experts say it's only a matter of time until crooks --
and.people are hurt or even killed due to an accident directly related to distracted
driving,.
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Gps means you won't worry about locating your car,of a 433 and yet in mobiles the
antenna is much much less and yet gives,based on affordable cell phone plans.google
maps is the most commonly used gps app,.
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We designed this small yet very handy device in order to help millions of truck
drivers around the world who suffer from gps tracking placed in their 18-wheelers by
their employers and who think that their privacy rights are violated in this
way,albatross is a pocket gsm jammer that may be used against gsm.i am always on
the hunt for the newest and greatest apps and gps application/services are no
exception.so people will not by disturbed by the noise by using a 4g cell phone
jammer,get 88% off lg accessories before the sale ends.are phone based gps apps
really better than personal.discover the best vehicle gps tracking and monitoring
modules in best sellers..
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Wiki researchers have been writing reviews of the latest digital audio recorders since
2015,China GSM 900 MHz / CDMA 800MHz High Power Signal Jammer Cellular
Phone Jammer,and in most cases an operator licence.free shipping on orders over
$45.find great deals on ebay for listening devices bugs in surveillance gadgets,there
are also rising concerns such as breach of privacy and cheating at tests in
schools,cigarette lighter gps blocker..


